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Moon Gazer Golden Ale    4.0% 500ml England
This golden ale has a fresh citrus aroma and well-hopped character, with fruit and hop flavours 
carrying through to a refreshing, crisp, dry finish.

Rinkuskiai Anniversary Black Ale    4.2% 330ml Lithuania
Has a hoppy bitterness with a sweetish caramel malt flavour, tasting of chocolate and coffee with 
a hint of ripe hawberries. Brewed with Lithuanian malt, ale yeast and water from Rinkuškiai 
water well, ,Noble Saaz and Tettnang Tettanger hops add bitterness and flavor.

Krombacher Dark    4.3% 500ml Germany
Krombacher Dark is a bottom fermented pilsner that uses various roasted malts to create a rich 
and complex flavour. It is produced using its signature spring water as well as barley malt and 
Halletau hops, and has a moderate bitterness and an intense finish.

Skinners Pennycomequick    4.5% 500ml England
A Cornish milk stout, brewed with a combination of Cornish water, whole flower Northdown 
hops, Mount Hood hops and pale, crystal and chocolate malts. Deep and dark, it is packed with 
flavours. Coffee and chocolate on the nose are complemented by a bittersweet, floral flavour.

Wildcraft Wild Card Blackberry Stout    4.5% 500ml England
A fruity, smooth and unique stout. The best wild blackberries have been added to Wildcraft’s 
special stout recipe. From the first pour, your senses will be hit with an aroma of bramble which 
slowly fades as the flavours mingle and blend to make a perfect fruit stout."

Zennerbrouwerij Stouterik    4.5% 330ml Belgium
A Belgian take on the Irish stout. Light, dry and freshly bitter with a complex roast aroma due to 
the presence of aromatic English hops. Particularly appreciated by connoisseurs.

Orkney Dark Island    4.6% 500ml Scotland
An iconic, standard-bearer for traditional Scottish ales. In cask, this beer has twice won CAMRA’s 
Champion Beer of Scotland. Bitter chocolate, figs, toffee and hints of fruit on the nose, with silky-
smooth, coffee-and-chocolate flavours, and a fig, date, dried fruit, and hoppy bitterness.

Viru Estonian Rye Beer    4.6% 300ml Estonia
Viru Estonian Rye beer is a smooth and malty beer that is well balanced with a hint of spice and 
flavours of traditional Baltic rye bread.

Stiegl Columbus 1492    4.7% 330ml Austria
This top-fermented specialty beer charms with its pale color and delicate cloudiness. The elegant 
body and fruity-hoppy flavour ensure you anticipate every subsequent sip. Stiegl-Columbus 1492 
combines freshness and hoppy-fruity intensity.

Coastal Cornish Cascade    5.0% 500ml England
 rich and fruity golden ale a pleasant citrus hop finish.

Dia de Los Muertos Necromancer Chocolatl Stout  5.0%     300ml         Mexico
A chocolate stout. The rich dark chocolate flavour is well balanced with subtle spicy notes and 
roasted malt flavours.

Loch Ness Loch Ness    5.1% 500ml Scotland
A deep, dark chestnut ale, with wheat, amber & chocolate malts combined with clear Highland 
water. Toasted malt & berry aromas give way to full fruit flavours & a bittersweet aftertaste.

American Cascade hops give this

Rothaus Pils Tannenzapfle    5.1% 330ml Germany
A powerful, elegant and lively beer with fine hop aroma and a rounded flavour.

Ampersand Pulpit Pale    5.5% 330ml England
A classic pale ale with that doesn't over-power with hops. A light malt bill allows the late hop 
additions of Citra and Simcoe to shine through with a bit of extra fruitiness from the classic 
English yeast.

Birra Moretti Alla Toscana    5.5% 500ml Italy
A strong-tasting, dark, honey-coloured, bottom-fermented lager, with a chestnut aroma and 
scents of dry herbs and pine.

La Gauloise Ambree    5.5% 330ml Belgium
A characteristic fragrance and a varied palette of flavours make it easily digestible and refreshing. 
Amber coloured with a bright, fine sparkle, it has a pleasant hoppy aroma with a slight hint of 
liquorice. Mellow and thirst-quenching with a bitterness on the palate.

De Kazematten Wipers Times 14    6.2% 330ml Belgium
Wipers Times 14 is a blond beer of high fermentation, brewed with 4 grains, 4 herbs and only 
local hops (6,2% ABV).

Contreras Valeir Donker    6.5% 330ml Belgium
Valeir Donker is a chestnut brown beer with a persistent foam. Nose is warm, with cocoa & 
mushrooms aromas. Flavor of coffee and toast."

Flensburger Fruhlingsbock    6.9% 330ml Germany
A strong, dark,  bock that is as fresh as springtime itself.

Alhambra Reserva Roja    7.2% 330ml Spain
Perfectly balanced between intense roasted barley malt and subtle oats, this lager has 
exceptional intensity and strength, but with the first sip comes the first surprise: a flavour much 
smoother and silkier than expected, full of delicate notes.

Grain d'Orge Joup    7.5% 330ml Belgium
Clear and dark ruby-brown in colour with licorice on the nose, it is sweet and medium-bodied 
with a spicy finish.

Paulaner Salvator    7.5% 500ml Germany
The Paulaner monks served Salvator of Lent as a meal replacement. Brother Barnabas, the most 
famous brewer, took over the Paulaner brewery in 1773, and his recipe remains unchanged. With 
its strong, malty taste, this is the original Paulaner, combining fine hops and dark barley malt.

Lucifer    8.0% 330ml Belgium
A Belgian golden ale. Lightly hoppy and yeastily spicy on the nose, it has caramelly malt notes 
and a touch of citrusy and estery fruit. Surprisingly fruity, but with a strong hoppy bitterness, it 
has a warming, malty, vanilla quality to it, which develops into an alcohol kick towards the end.

Waterloo Strong Kriek    8.0% 330ml Belgium
Brewed in historic farm buildings bordering the Waterloo battlefield, a stone’s throw from the 
Lion monument. In 1815, the farm was the site of a field hospital. This Kriek perfectly blends a 
top fermented beer and a typical cherry lambic, for a balanced fruit flavour and strong character.
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